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0DUWLQ3iFKD1
Losing the ÄUQLYHUVDO´
0LKiO\+RUYiWKDQG)UDQWLãHN3DODFNê 2
Abstract
The purpose of the paper is to investigate the historiography of the 19th
century Habsburg monarchy based on the example of two prominent
historians ± 0LKiO\ +RUYiWK DQG )UDQWLãHN 3DODFNê 7KH ILUVW SDUW LV
concerned with the fundamental processes, which influenced the
historiography of the 19th century, the second part provides a small
comparison of the two historians. This study shows how historians partially
lost the enlightened call for the ÄXQLYHUVDO´ and how they gradually entered
the national frame of thinking.
Keywords: nation building process; national narrative; Hungary;
enlightenment; historiography; Habsburg Monarchy;

It is often said that 19th century was a century of historicism or golden
age of history.3 This era is mostly associated with German states and
with Leopold von Ranke.4 It is much less investigated what it means
elsewhere especially in East-Central Europe is not often clear. In my
essay I would like to do a probe into the historiography of 19 th century
Habsburg Monarchy and find out some aspects of this almost
paradigmatic change in historiography.
In the first part, I will explore few elements and clarify some terms
that are fundamental for the topic. These are ± traditional
historiography, the Enlightenment, liberalism, romanticism and nationbuilding process. In the second part, I will try to do a small comparison
between two major historians of this era ± 0LKiO\ +RUYiWK DQG
)UDQWLãHN3DODFNê,GRQRWVXSSRVHWKDW,ZLOOGLVFRYHUVRPHXQLYHUVDO
definition of the 19th century historiography, but I still believe that it is
important to challenge established terms like historicism and the
1
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method of even a small comparison is very useful to do that. Especially
because by comparison we can escape national narratives, paradoxically
created by historians in the era of our interest.
Roots and terms
Although many authors proclaimed the 19th century century that of
historicism5 if we want to know what it means and what is the
relationship with historiography, we need to go a little further. In the
following text, I am not going to explore the term in its complexity, but I
will try to make few points concerning some elements, that in my
opinion are inseparably linked with our topic ± traditional
historiography, the Enlightenment, liberalism, romanticism and nationbuilding process.
First, if we want to talk about historiography in 19 th century, we must
explore its roots. Michel Foucault in one of his essays pointed out a big
shift in European historiography at the turn of the 17th and 18th century.
According to him, the basic narrative structure for many authors became
a struggle between two binary opposite elements, in other words a war.
That simply means that this new style heavily accented ethnic, cultural
and linguistic differences.6 But this was not the case all the time. The
basic plot of medieval chronicle is genealogical axis of ruling dynasty.
Chronicler is narrating about origins of the dynasty, about heroic acts,
ancient laws etc. In other words, traditional historic discourse used to
defend and strengthen the power of the ruler. Ä7KH JUHDW KLVWRU\´ is
guarantor of the order and could legitimize often banal everyday life.7
Second, during this era, the modern development of historiography
has begun. Although there is no universal definition of the
Enlightenment, we could say it was a philosophical movement based
around the idea of reason. The situation of being human is radically
changed. Beginning of human existence was no longer just based on
*RGV FUHDWLRQ EXW RQ $GDPV DQG (YHV RULJLQDO VLQ, where they got
understanding and made first steps towards Äfreedom´.8 In other words,
they became actual human persons in the moment when they entered
history. History has its own meaning and inherent value. It is a road
towards real freedom or towards real humanity. So, historiography as a
HROCH, Miroslav: +OHGiQt VRXYLVORVWt, 6RFLRORJLFNp QDNODGDWHOVWYt 6/21 
Praha, 2016. 121.
6 FOUCAULT, Michel: ³6RFLHW\PXVWEHGHIHQGHG´ Picador, New York, 2003. 60.
7 ý,1È7/Kamil: 'ČMLQ\DY\SUiYČQt, Argo, Praha, 2011. 163±164.
8 Although individual interpretations differ, we can say that Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Immanuel Kant and even Johann Gottfried Herder shared a thesis, that
human being existed in a certain natural state, which changed due to the original sin
to the human state.
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subject gained much more prestige, because it no longer meant mere
eulogizing stories, but it is principle, which constitutes a human being.9
The very idea of science has also changed from the Aristotelian
model. This old theory is based on the distinction between searching for
individual as opposed to cognition of the universal and abstract. The
first one, concerning humans and their acts can be only known in
particularity. The second, can be known in fulness and that is called a
science.10 However Aristotelian paradigm has gradually changed in the
18th century. As a result of this, empiricism was on a rise and knowledge
from now on should be useful and used in everyday life. Consequences
of this epistemological change for the history were first expressed by
Giambattista Vico in his Scienza Nuova (1725/1744). He made an
argument that we should shift our attention from studying nature to
studying history, because only God knows his own creation ± the natural
world. Vico wrote that we could hope for reliable knowledge only in case
of studying ÄWKH FLYLO ZRUOG´ because it is created by men in the same
sense that nature is created by God. For this reason, we can think history
based on sources as a science and historians as scientists.11
The secularization and thinking about reason as one of the highest
values have influenced historiography as well. Guarantor of truth from
this point were not just organizations, which claim to the truth was
EDVHGRQ*RGVUHYHODWLRQEXWDOVRLQVWLWXWLRQVZKLFK FODLPZDVEDVHG
on the idea of secular science. For writing history, it means, that it
should be founded on empirical data and sources not on guessing. It
should be reflected from viewpoints of goals and methodology. In
principle, every scientific discussion should be open to educated public,
which was small but essentially not reclusive. To conclude there were
two strong urges: to equip historiography with theoretical thinking and
make it available to the public sphere.
Third, we should briefly mention liberalism, which influenced the
entire 19th century. Basically, it is a set of ideas based on liberty, equality
and individualism without any precise definition, at least in this era. It
became a distinct political movement during the Enlightenment, which
rejected the prevailing political system based on privileges.12 Liberalism
9 This interpretation is partially inspired by lectures Ä.OHLy D 6RILD )LOR]RILFNp
P\ãOHQt Y KLVWRULRJUDILL þHVNêFK ]HPt  VWROHWt´ E\ 0DUHN )DSãR LQ DFDGHPLF \HDU
2016/2017 at Faculty of Arts, Charles University.
10 FELDNER, Heiko: 1RYiYČGHFNRVWY GČMHSLVHFWYtNROHPURNX, p. 14. IN:
BERGER, Stefan; FELDNER, Heiko; PASSMORE Kevin (ed.): -DN VH StãRX GČMLQ\,
CDK, Brno, 2016. 11±32.
11 FELDNER, Heiko: 1RYi YČGHFNRVW Y GČMHSLVHFWYt NROHP URNX 00, 19. IN:
BERGER, Stefan; FELDNER, Heiko; PASSMORE Kevin (ed.): -DN VH StãRX GČMLQ\,
CDK, Brno, 2016.
12 HEYWOOD, Andrew. 3ROLWLFNp LGHRORJLH, Eurolex Bohemia s. r. o., Praha,
2005. 41±51.
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is connected with the Enlightenment, which was a problem in the
Habsburg Monarchy, because those ideas were almost always enforced
by the government and there was no space to create a numerous
movement from bellow. In other words, the inhabitants were only slowly
creating a mental framework for accepting liberalism. But on the other
hand, there was a certain liberalization of the economy which helped in
this process.13 But this kind of liberal experience in a massive scale not
took shape until the revolution of 1848/1849 and especially in EastCentral Europe was often interconnected with national frame of
thinking.14 The important thing concerning historiography, is that liberal
philosophy was often used to legitimize political change to
representative democracy and the rule of law and many historians acted
as politicians in this process.
Fourth, romanticism was artistic, literary, musical and intellectual
movement that started in Europe at the end of the 18th century. There is
also no clear definition, but for our purposes I just want to mention
some major themes concerning ÄURPDQWLFDSSURDFKWROLIH´. There was a
strong emphasis on sentiments, on subjectivization of attitudes, social
alienation and a feeling of loneliness, which Ästems from a sense of
LQVHFXULW\IURPWKHGLVUXSWHGKDUPRQ\RIOLIH´15 It was also a reaction
to enlightened rationalism, and it is often said that romanticism
replaced the Enlightenment as a dominant outlook in the first half of the
19th century.16 This is oversimplified because romantics authors often
drawn inspiration from authors like Herder, who was clearly associated
with the Enlightenment. In other words, there was a crisis of identity,
which was brought about by changes of forthcoming modernization: Äthe
loss of religious legitimacy and also therefore the loss of aximatically
formulated principles, the weakening of the old traditional feudal and
SDWULDUFKDO ERQGV DQG IURP WKDW WKH ORVV RI VHFXULW\´17 To conclude,
this movement influenced the historiography of the 19th century as well,
especially in that way that historians often wrote with emotional flare
and they were passionately looking in history for of other ways of
collective identity, especially a nation.
9(%(59iFODYHWDO: 'ČMLQ\5DNRXVND, NLN, Praha, 2002. 395±399.
URBAN, Otto: ýHVNê OLEHUDOLVPXV Y  VWROHWt, 16. IN: ZNOJ, Milan;
+$95È1(. -DQ 6(.(5$ 0DUWLQ HG : ýHVNê OLEHUDOLVPXV, Torst, Praha, 1995.
15±27.
15 HROCH, Miroslav: National romanticism,  ,1 .23(ý(. 0LFKDO
75(1&6e1<, %DOi]V HG.): Discourses of Collective Identity in Cenral and
Southeast Europe (1770-1945), CEU Press, Budapest, New York, 2007. 4±18.
16 For example IGGERS, Georg G.; WANG, Edward Q.: A Global History of Modern
Historiography, Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, London; New York, 2013. 70.
17 HROCH, Miroslav: National romanticism,  ,1 .23(ý(. 0LFKDO
75(1&6e1<, %DOi]V HG.): Discourses of Collective Identity in Cenral and
Southeast Europe (1770-1945), CEU Press, Budapest, New York, 2007. 4±18.
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Finally the fifth, I would like to make some brief notes concerning
probably the most influential process in the 19th century ± nationbuilding.18 ,DPGHOLEHUDWHO\DYRLGLQJWKHWHUP³QDWLRQDOLVP´EHFDXVHthis
term as a concept is heavily burdened with so many debates that is losing
its explanatory value. Certainly, I am aware that even the term ÄQDWLRQ´ is
not without its complication either.19 Nation as a kind of emotion is a
modern phenomenon, it is not an eternal category. It is a socially
constructed community in the imagination of the people who perceive
themselves as members of that group.20 Also according to Miroslav
HrocKV W\SRORJ\ ZH FDQ GLVWLQJXLVK WKUHH LGHDO21 phases of nationbuilding process. Phase A is when a small group of intellectuals make an
effort to learn the language, history, traditional culture etc. of nondominant ethnic group. Phase B is when a new group of activists emerge
and try to agitate for the project of fully-fledged nation. And Phase C is
when a majority of the population responded to the patriotic call and the
full social structure of the nation would usually come into being. 22
There are three typical characteristics of the nation: increased
communication intensity inside the group in comparing to outside
groups; certain form of ÄFROOHFWLYH PHPRU\´, the idea of common past
and fate; the concept of equality of all members of the nation, at least in
theory.23 In other words we could argue that concept of the nation is
influenced by all four already mentioned phenomena ± history,
traditional historiography, the Enlightenment, liberalism and
romanticism.
0LKiO\+RUYiWKDQG)UDQWLãHN3DODFNê
In this part I shortly introduce the two historians that I chose for the
comparison ± 0LKiO\+RUYiWKDQG)UDQWLãHN3DODFNê)LUVWZHQHHGWR
say, that both of them lived in different part of Habsburg Monarchy and
from their point of view they were not members of the ruling group.
They both engaged in nation-building process at the turning point of the
phases B and C, according to +URFKVtypology. The historic difference is
that the Bohemia used to be a part of the Holy Roman Empire and
18 The concept refers to what was expressed in some cases with the phrase
µQDWLRQDO DZDNHQLQJ¶ in the Czech case, and µQDWLRQDO LQGHSHQGHQFH¶ in the
Hungarian one.
19 For example, the difference between connotation with the term in English and
German language environment.
20 ANDERSON, Benedict R.: Imagined communities. Verso, London, 1991, 6±7.
21 Ä,GHDO³ in a Weberian sense.
22 HROCH, Miroslav: Comparative Studies in Modern European History,
Ashgate Publishing Limited, Hampshire, 2007. 68.
23 HROCH, Miroslav: V QiURGQtP]iMPX, NLN, Praha, 1999. 10±11.
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sometimes Czechs, even PalacNêZHUHFRQVLGHUHGWREH*HUPDQV,24 which
was not the case for the Hungarians. The other main difference between
Czech and Hungarian national movement is a different strategy for
achieving its goals influenced by DFWRUV mental framework and their
geostrategic situation. In Hungarian case, the elite was not afraid to go to
open conflict with Habsburgs, in Czech case the elite was trying to apply
strategy of small demands and therefore is often called cautious elite.25
Thus, it was only natural that the Hungarians claimed
their thousand-year-old historical rights and fought
to strengthen the historical nation by emphasizing
the legacy of their constitution.26
0LKiO\ +RUYiWK -1878) was born in Szentes, south-eastern
Hungary, in a family of seventeen children. His family belonged to the
lower nobility and by the time he was born, his father worked as a
barber. He finished his secondary education in a Piarists school and
started to visit seminary. This choice was probably not motivated by a
desire to become a priest, but rather to gain access to higher education
and higher social status. In this time, he also showed a great interest in
history.27 After finishing his doctorate in theology, he was ordained and
started to hold clergy position. Due to his low income, he also worked as
a private tutor for wealthy families. His situation somehow improved in
1834 by getting awarded by literary-learned institution called
0DUF]LEiQ\L6RFLHW\IRUKLVSXEOLFDWLRQRQWKHFLYLOL]DWLRQRIWKHDQFLHQW
Hungarians. After publishing many studies including $] LSDU pV
NHUHVNHGpV W|UWpQHWH 0DJ\DURUV]iJEDQ D ;9, V]i]DG HOHMpLJ (The
History of Commerce and Industry in Hungary Until the Early Sixteen
Century28) he was elected a member of Hungarian Academy in 1842.
+RUYiWK EHFDPH D Pajor public figure in the reform movement,
especially due to his liberal views and to his important position within
liberal clergy. In 1848 the revolutionary government nominated him
ELVKRS RI &VDQiG DQG KH ZDV WKH RQO\ RQH among the Catholic high
churchmen who followed the Hungarian JRYHUQPHQW WR 'HEUHFpQ ,Q
1849, he became Minister of Religious Affairs and Education. After the
3$/$&.é)UDQWLãHN: 3VDQtGR)UDQNIXUWX, 1iURGQtQRYLQ\
â7$,)-LĜt: 2EH]ĜHWQiHOLWD, 'RNRĜiQ3UDKD, 2005.
26 +259È7+ 0LKiO\: +XV]RQ|W pY 0DJ\DURUV]iJ W|UWpQHOPpEĘO( 1823-1848,
voume II, Geneva, 1864. 116. TranVODWHG E\ %$È5 0RQLND: Historians and
Nationalism. Oxford University Press, New York, 2010. 260.
27 %$È5 0RQLND: Historians and Nationalism, Oxford University Press, New
York, 2010. 35.
28 Translation to English by: %$È50RQLNDThe Intellectual Horizons of Liberal
1DWLRQDOLVPLQ+XQJDU\7KH&DVHRI0LKiO\+RUYiWK, 25.
24
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revolution, he was forced to escape to Belgium and later he settled in
Geneva, where he abandoned his clerical duties and married his
housekeeper. Also he wrote several studies focusing on the Reform Age
and history of revolution including 0DJ\DURUV]iJ IJJHWOHQVpJL
harciQDNW|UWpQHWHpV-ben (History of the Hungarian war of
independence of 1848-1849). In this work he distanced himself from
.RVVXWKVYLVLRQRIIXOOLQGHSHQGHQFHDQGVWDUWHGWRVXSSRUWWKHLGHDRI
compromise between Austria and Hungary. Due to his serious homesick
he wanted to return to Hungary. Finally, he received an amnesty in 1867.
He was well accepted by Hungarian scholars and in 1877 he became the
SUHVLGHQW RI WKH +XQJDULDQ +LVWRULFDO 6RFLHW\ +RUYiWKV UHVHDUFK LQ
this era declined in significance but he remained an important figure in
the institualization of the historical discipline.29
0LKiO\ +RUYiWK LV usually categorized as a typical exponent of
European national-OLEHUDOVFKRRORIKLVWRULRJUDSK\DQGZLWK/iV]Oy6]DOD\
(1813-1864) is considered to be a great historian of the 19th century
Hungary. His most important work, +XV]RQ|W pY 0DJ\DURUV]iJ
W|UWpQHOPpEĘO (Twenty-five years of the history of Hungary) established
canonical narrative of the Hungarian ÄQDWLRQDO DZDNHQLQJ´ and had
influence on preserving the cultural memory of ÄJHQHUDWLRQ´ alive.30
***

Thus, the main content and the basic thrust of
the whole history of the Czech-0RUDYLDQ « LV
constant engagement and struggle between
ideas of Slavs, Romans and Germans.31
)UDQWLãHN 3DODFNê -1876) was born in the town called
Hodslavice in Moravia, near to the historical borders of Hungary and
Silesia, in a family of seven children. His family had a long protestant
tradition and his father was a teacher. He studied at Lutheran school in
7UHQþtQDQGDIWHUWKDWat Lutheran Lyceum in Bratislava32, which was a
prominent theological institution. Although he received no formal
29 %$È5 0RQLND: Historians and Nationalism. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2010. 39.
30 .23(ý(. 0LFKDO 75(1&6e1<, %DOi]V HG.): Discourses of Collective
Identity in Cenral and Southeast Europe (1770-1945), CEU Press, Budapest, New
York, 2007. 57.
31 3$/$&.é)UDQWLãHN: 'ČMLQ\QiURGXþHVNpKRY ýHFKiFKDQD0RUDYČ. Volume
, .YDVQLþND D +DPpl, Praha, 1939. 10. translated by MP: ³+ODYQt WHG\ REVDK D
]iNODGQt WDK FHOpKR GČMLQVWYD þHVNRPRUDYVNpKR MHVW «  XVWDYLþQp VWêNiQt D
SRWêNiQtVHVORYDQVWYtVĜtPDQVWYtPDQČPHFWYtP « ´
32 %UDWLVODYD 3R]VRQ\  DQG 7UHQþtQ 7UHQFVpQ  ZHUH SDUWV RI WKH .Lngdom of
Hungary.
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historical education he became well-read due to his rigorous selfeducation and ability to learn languages. In 1820 he moved into Vienna
where he wrote several papers concerning aesthetics, which gave him a
philosophical background for his later historian work. Also in this time,
he was already able to network and he acquired many contacts that later
helped him very much in his career.33
In 1823 he moved to Prague where he cooperated with prominent
&]HFK VFKRODUV OLNH -RVHI 'REURYVNê DQG -RVHI -XQJPDQQ +H DOVR
started to work for Bohemian aristocracy, first as a private tutor, later as
DQ DUFKLYLVW +H HVSHFLDOO\ IRU .DãSDU âWHUQEHUN ZKR HQDEOHG KLP WR
start publishing museum journal called ýDVRSLV 6SROHþQRVWL
YODVWHQHFNpKRPX]HDYýHFKiFK.34 In 1827 he got married to daughter of
ODQGRZQHU -DQ 0ČFKXUD ZKLFK VROYHG KLV ILQDQFLDO LVVXHV ,Q  KH
was assigned by Bohemian estates to write history of Bohemia in
German (*HVFKLFKWHYRQ%|KPHQ) and in 1838 he became their official
Historiographer. In 1840, he began WR SXEOLVK $UFKLY ýHVNê ZKLFK LV
series of sources to Czech history.35 From 1844 he started to translate
Geschichte YRQ%|KPHQ(History of Bohemia) to Czech language, but he
changed the work significantly and in 1848 he published the first volume
of his magnus opum 'ČMLQ\ QiURGD þHVNpKR Y ýHFKiFK D QD 0RUDYČ
(History of Czech Nation in Bohemia and Moravia). The change of his
perspective is usually overlooked, but it is apparent just from the title.
3DODFNêFKDQJHGWKHFRQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQIURPWKHODQGWRWKHSHRSOH36
,Q  3DODFNê DFWLYHO\ HQWHUHG SROLWLFV +H WULHG WR PHGLDWH WKH
disputes between Czechs and Germans and promoted an idea of legalism
and liberal constitutionalism. After his refusal to join Frankfurt
Parliament with argumentation, that he is not a German but Czech, he
practically became a leader of Czech national movement. He also tried to
promote the concept of Austro-Slavism, which was an idea, that Slavic
nations within the Habsburg Monarchy should become a decisive force
in the state. He also became a member of the so called .URPČĜtåVNê
VQČP Kremsier Imperial Diet), where he tried to support federalism.
After the defeat of the revolution, he became persona non- grata and in
1851 he left politics altogether.
)UDQWLãHN 3DODFNê LQ KLV ODWHU \HDUV EHFDPH XQTXHVWLRQDEOH PRUDO
figure in Czech society and even his political rivals acknowledged him as
Ä2WHF QiURGD´ (Father of the nation).37 He is also considered as the
father of modern Czech historiography and his major work 'ČMLQ\
â7$,)-LĜt: )UDQWLãHN3DODFNê, 9\ãHKUDG3UDKD, 2009. 19±35.
Which is the oldest historical scientific journal, still published today under the
name ýDVRSLV1iURGQtKRPX]HD.
35 The series was published to 1944 and was renewed in 2000.
36 .2ě$/.$-LĜt: )UDQWLãHN3DODFNê, Argo, Praha, 1998. 256±257.
37 â7$,)-LĜt: )UDQWLãHN3DODFNê, 9\ãHKUDG Praha, 2009. 235±240.
33
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QiURGD þHVNpKR Y ýHFKiFK D QD 0RUDYČ (History of the Czech nation
from Äbeginning of tiPHV´ to 1526) still bears some relevance. Even
though his work was later criticized especially for factographic reasons,
his concept of Czech national narrative remained visible practically to
these days.
An attempt to compare
At this point I would like to make my examination of the 19th century
historiography by a short comparison. $FFRUGLQJWR-UJHQ.RFNDWKHUH
are three main benefits of comparison. Heuristic (identification of new
problems), descriptive (clarification of single cases) and analytical
(asking and answering causal questions).38 Although all this is true, in
my opinion, the main benefit of the following comparison lies in the
weakening of the national narrative, which is still very influential in
historiography today.
I will focus on a few topics that occupy central space in the narratives
RI)UDQWLãHN3DODFNêDQG0LKiO\+RUYiWK,ZLOOQRWWDONDERXWWKHPLQ
any full or rounded way, but instead I will use them as a probe into 19th
century historiographic thinking. First, I will look into their interest in
origins and early societies, second, I will explore where they saw peak of
their histories and third I will try to make some notes concerning their
conceptual thinking.
To begin with, if we want to talk about origins of the nation we will
VHH D ELJ GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ 3DODFNê DQG +RUYiWK )RU 3DODFNê WKH
arrival of Slavs into Bohemia is one of the central topics. According to
him Slavic FKLHIWDLQýech came into the Bohemia and took control over
the scattered remnants of the original population.39 In his
argumentation is important that Slavs ýHFKRZp  created a state with
national unity, where they live almost in an egalitarian society, before
and without Germans. *HUPDQV DQFHVWRUV RI 3DODFNêV German
contemporaries, came later as a result of colonization to an already
created state. This is crucial for his later argumentation that Czechs have
bigger claim for living in Bohemia than Germans. Also the struggle
between the idea of Slavs ± democracy, peace, freedom and German idea
± Christianity, bourgeois law, technology and education is the central
SORWRI3DODFNêVQDUUDWLRQ40 7KLVVWUXJJOH3DODFNêGLGQRWVHHDSULRUL
negatively, because even when his affection was for the Czech side, he
VDZGLDOHFWLFEHQHILWVRIWKRVHLQWHUDFWLRQV2QWKHRWKHUKDQG+RUYiWK
38 KOCKA, -UJHQ: Comparison and Beyond. In: History and Theory. Vol 42, No
1. 39±44.
39 Tribe of Boii (Gallic origin) and tribe of Marcomanni (Germanic origin).
40 3$/$&.é)UDQWLãHN: 'ČMLQ\QiURGXþHVNpKRY ýHFKiFKDQD0RUDYČ. Volume
,.YDVQLþNDD+DPSO, Praha, 1939. 10.
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did not attribute too much attention to beginnings of Hungarians but in
European context he was an exception in this matter.41 He just stated
that Hungarians originally led a peaceful life of equality, simplicity and
independence42 and that they arrived into Carpathian Basin as a free
society, described as a ÄQDWLRQDOIDPLO\´.43
7KH TXHVWLRQ UHPDLQV ZK\ +RUYiWK GLG QRW SXW DOPost any
importance to the topic, maybe he did not have enough sources, which
did not SUHYHQW +RUYiWKV FRQWHPSRUDU\ /iV]Oy 6]DOD\ from writing
about it, or more probably he did not have the urge to defend Hungarian
presence in Carpathian Basin. However, the LPSRUWDQFH IRU 3DODFNê is
quite clear. He wanted to make a compelling narration for the
justification of Czech presence in Bohemia and there was no better way
to do it, than on a basis of historical argument.
6HFRQG+RUYiWKVLGHDRI the peak period of Hungarian history lies
in the Reform era: Ä 7KDW SHULRG  EHFDPH E\ WKH QDWLRQ¶V HIIRUWV DQG
VWUXJJOHV « WKH PRVW JORULRXV SHULRG D SURJUHVV IROORZLQJ WKH
SULQFLSOHV RI OLEHUDOLVP³44 Central to his argument were: the issues of
religious freedom, imposing tax on nobility, the extension of civil rights
to the people and the reform of the penal code. 45 Especially the issues of
nobility were really important to him. He saw feudalism (imported from
West) as opposed to freedom, because it lacks strong middle class.46 In
other words the nation was formed of the privileged classes only,
because other people deprived of their rights cannot constitute a real
community, a nation. 47 According to him nobility was one to blame for
its crippling attitude towards national unity and advancement. He
argued that nobility had its historical role in defending the country
against enemies, but it failed and now there are no reasons for them to
be in privileged position. 48 No need to say, that this topic resonated
quite heavily ZLWK +RUYiWKV LGHD EDVHG on the Enlightenment and
ÄSOHEHLDQ´ liberalism.
%$È50RQLNDThe Intellectual Horizons of Liberal Nationalism in Hungary:
7KH&DVHRI0LKiO\+RUYiWK, 2,175(1&6e1<,%DOi]V HG.): Nation-Building
and Contested Identities, Regio Books, Budapest, 2001. 21±41.
42 Ibid, 23.
43 .23(ý(. 0LFKDO 75(1&6e1<, %DOi]V HG.): Discourses of Collective
Identity in Cenral and Southeast Europe (1770-1945), CEU Press, Budapest, New
York, 2007. 58.
44 %$È50RQLNDThe Intellectual Horizons of Liberal Nationalism in Hungary:
7KH&DVHRI0LKiO\+RUYiWK, 22.
45 %$È5 0RQLND: Historians and Nationalism. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2010. 245±246.
46 %$È50RQLNDThe Intellectual Horizons of Liberal Nationalism in Hungary:
7KH&DVHRI0LKiO\+RUYiWK,.23.
47 Ibid, 32.
48 Ibid, 33.
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)RU3DODFNêWKHPRVWJORULRXVSHULRGRI&]HFKKLVtory was Hussitism
in the 15th century. In his point of view, it was not just the demand for
renewed Church, but it was a movement which influenced heavily not
only Czech history, but European history as well. It was social and
national movement, reaction to feudal and foreign influences.49 This
discourse based on war was much more convincing than myths of Slavs.
According to Michel Foucault ÄA history that takes as its starting point
the fact of war itself and makes its analysis in terms of war can relate
all these things ± war, religion, politics, manners, and characters ± and
FDQWKHUHIRUHDFWDVDSULQFLSOHWKDWDOORZVXVWRXQGHUVWDQGKLVWRU\´ 50
This is exacWO\ ZKDW 3DODFNê GLG +XVVLWLVP is for him a cornerstone
basically for everything. It is a movement that has predicted not just
reformation but social justice and freeGRP3DODFNêVUHDGHUFRXOGHDVLO\
have had the feeling that modern historical processes have reacted on
Czech models and not the other way around.51
Third, I want to briefly mention some conceptual aspects of the
+RUYiWKVDQG3DODFNêVZRUN%RWKKLVWRULDQVWULHGWRZLGHQKLVWRULFDO
writings in that way that they included unprivileged classes into the
narrative and one could even say, they played a major role. On the other
hand I would argue, that major ÄILJXUH´ was actually the nation, which
should consists of all classes and just the role of aristocracy is more
questionable. This is a serious change compared to tradition
KLVWRULRJUDSK\3DODFNêV DQG+RUYiWKV discourses no longer hold the
legitimazing function of the old order, they tried to unveil the true
nature of current power.52 They offered a different history, which Ähas to
disinter something that has been hidden, and which has been hidden
not only because it has been neglected, but because it has been
FDUHIXOO\GHOLEHUDWHO\DQGZLFNHGO\PLVUHSUHVHQWHG´53 In other worlds
3DODFNêDQG+RUYiWKWULHGWRXQGHUPLQHFRQWHPSRUDU\VRFLDORUGHr and
create a new one. This does not mean in any case that they just made
some ideological fabrications. They proceed according to contemporary
idea of scientific practice and we need to realize that it was generally
accepted that correct representation of the past events should serve as
an argument for the present.54 Also, it is understandable they chose
questions and sources that would correlate with their viewpoints, they
did not stand outside their studied objects and I would argue that this
practice has not change that much even nowadays.
49 %$È5 0RQLND: Historians and Nationalism. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2010. 237.
50 FOUCAULT, Michel: ³6RFLHW\PXVWEHGHIHQGHG´ Picador, New York, 2003. 163.
51 ý,1È7/.DPLO: 'ČMLQ\DY\SUiYČQt. Argo, Praha, 2011. 187.
52 Ibid, 164.
53 )28&$8/70LFKHO³6RFLHW\PXVWEHGHIHQGHG´, Picador, New York, 2003. 72.
54 HORCH, Miroslav: 1iURG\QHMVRXGtOHPQiKRG\, SLON, Praha, 2009. 168.
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To conclude this part, the most innovative and positive aspect of
ZULWLQJV RI +RUYiWK DQG 3DODFNê LV WKDW WKH\ LQFOXGHd all sorts of new
topics into their histories. But on the other hand we can observe that
they strictly closed themselves into the national narratives. Though
3DODFNê VHHNV some kind of humanity55 and shows contribution of
+XVVLWVWRZKROH(XURSHDQFLYLOL]DWLRQDQG+RUYiWK often speaks about
freedom and liberalism, they both try to legitimize their own nation. In
WKDWVHQVHWKH\ERWKORVWWKH(QOLJKWHQPHQWVFDOOIRUWKHXQLYHUVDODQG
ZHFDQVWLOOH[SHULHQFHWKLVHIIHFWVLQWRGD\VKLVWRULFDOZULWLQJV
Conclusion
At the beginning of our queries there was a question about 19th
century historicism and historiography of the 19th century. Not
surprisingly we found that this a complex phenomenon and there is no
clear definition. Nevertheless, I think we can make some more general
assumption concerning historiography of the 19th century, especially in
Bohemia and Hungary.
With Miroslav Hroch we can identify four basic purpose of national
history: 1) To strengthen national identity. 2) To create the legitimacy of
existence of the nation. 3) To offered sense of security to the individual.
4) To serve as a basis for the formation of national values. 56
The position of history radically changed during the Enlightenment.
We can observe the importance that history got especially in the 19 th
century in every philosophical system inspired by Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel.57 Not only that, but historiography as a subject, also got
more prestige by claiming the same scientific status as natural sciences.
In the 19th century historiography, it is an often-used strong
argument, but we cannot say that historians were just ideologists. We
need to realize that for historians past development was an organic part
of the present and present was an organic part of the past.58 For every
regime, state or nation at least in modern era is typical an effort to create
unique image of the past, which help to justify various social and
political decisions.59 This follows the legacy of traditional history, but it
is amplified in the 19th century because of the disintegration of
traditional order and legitimacy based on divine principle. The very idea
of nation-building process is based on history, it is timeless community
whose justification of existence is derived from preserving the
55

Especially in his younger age.
HORCH, Miroslav: 1iURG\QHMVRXGtOHPQiKRG\, SLON, Praha, 2009. 177±178.
57 For example the works of Ludwig Feuerbach, Moses Hess, Karl Marx.
58 HORCH, Miroslav: 1iURG\QHMVRXGtOHPQiKRG\, SLON, Praha, 2009. 172.
59 +$9(/.$ 0LORã =DP\ãOHQt QDG OHJLWLPL]DþQt IXQNFHPL GČMLQ 6RXGREp
GČMLQ\þ
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inherited.60 In other words many scholars and members of the elite

agreed that everything that existed must express and justify the right to
exist by means of history.61 This strength and ubiquity of historical
argument can be found even outside the realms of nation-building, for
example even Communist manifesto starts with Äall history is history of
FODVVVWUXJJOH´.
We also observed that the main pseudo-FKDUDFWHU RI WKH +RUYiWKV
DQG 3DODFNêV QDUUDWLYH ZDV WKH QDWLRQ 7KH UHDGHUV DUH QRW UHDGLQJ
about some distant old time, they are reading about themselves, about
their present, about their struggles. In other words, historical knowledge
helps to constitute subjects of the readers as members of the national
community.62 This in my opinion is the most accurate characteristic of
the national historiography of 19th century.
I would like to end with the notion that national histories or any
history for that matter have no meaning by itself, but the meaning is
given to them by contemporary historians or by anyone who has the
social capital to proclaim it.63 We need to realize that interpretation of
any historical object is influenced by the present of the person who is
doing the inquiry. In my mind this is actually a good thing, because if we
accept the thesis that the act of interpretation of history by itself widens
RXU H[SHULHQFH LQ WRGD\V ZRUOG64 we can study the experience of
+RUYiWKDQG3DODFNêLQth century and widen ours in the same process.
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